
articles, or to poetry that you find
interesting or engaging.

“We get fixated on what the definition
of what leisure reading is and default to a
novel which makes us think of leisure
reading as a lot. It doesn’t just have to be
a novel,” says English teacher Tami
Hines.

With this perception that leisure
reading takes a lot of time, college
preparatory academy students prioritize
other responsibilities without realizing
what is lost when they spend hours
writing essays or taking notes.

“To completely avoid reading you’re
missing out on so much information,

forms of entertainment, and lack of
interest in mandatory reading from the
English curriculum.

When students think of leisure
reading, they immediately think of
fiction, but leisure reading can be
anything you read for pleasure in your
own time. Anything from speeches, to

prejudices against one another, but CRT
explains how inequality and racism are
also embedded in institutions, like
housing, economics, education, the
criminal justice system, and more. This
analysis helps provide understanding for
how even today colorblind policies can
unequal outcomes.

However, some lawmakers have
formed an incorrect interpretation of CRT,
believing that CRT is a divisive ideology
used to admonish white people and indict
America as unavoidably and forever
racist. But CRT does not teach that these
embedded aspects of racism cannot be
overcome. It remains true that Americans
have the tools and abilities to overcome
institutional racism.

The false interpretation of CRT
perpetuated by the law signed by
Governor Ducey has led many Arizona
teachers to be unsure about how to
approach discussions about race. The law
proposed that if teachers were to violate
the law, they could be fined or have their
teaching certificate revoked. Gilbert
Public Schools has currently not made any
statements regarding this.

“Some teachers are scared to have
sensitive conversations about race because
they fear the effects of this law (or
whatever laws may follow in its place
now that it has been invalidated by the
courts),” says Dodt. “But these laws are
attempted solutions to a problem that
doesn’t exist. They say things like
‘teachers cannot teach their students that
one race is superior to another.’ That does
not happen in any classroom I have ever
been part of as a teacher or student.”

49% of GCA upperclassmen surveyed
in a recent poll said they do not know
what CRT is. It is likely that these false
interpretations of the theory are
contributing to that fact. Many GCA
students do believe that deeper analysis of

Black Lives Matter and institutional
racism are at the forefront of national
political discussion and yet, recently,
Arizona lawmakers have restricted how
race can be discussed in classrooms.

In July, Governor Doug Ducey
signed legislation restricting
discussions of race in response to a
rising nationwide concern about
“Critical Race Theory.” Critical Race
Theory is a framework of analysis that
examines the intersection of race and
law in the United States. The
heightened awareness of CRT has
sparked discussion about racial bias in
the American legal system and how this
should be taught to students.

The Department of Education
produced a document that broke down
each banned concept and provided
examples of how teachers could
continue teaching about racism. It
includes guidelines such as “Avoid
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activities that focus on privilege and
activities that have students examine their
explicit and implicit biases.”

Nonetheless, CRT is not currently
taught in high schools.

“Strictly speaking, CRT is a high-level
academic discourse among law professors
and philosophers and isn’t taught in high
schools,” says GCA AP U.S. History
teacher Alex Dodt. “It’s beyond the scope
of high school curriculum.”

However, the analysis that CRT began
in the 1970’s still influences our
understandings of racism. A simplified
version of CRT appears in mainstream
American discussions of race. A common
misconception is the belief that racism
only consists of individuals’ intentional

The GCA cybrary has over eight
thousand different items in its collection,
about twenty-two different genres, and
four thousand different authors. New
York Times Best Selling, renowned
classics, Japanese manga, dystopian
worlds, a plethora of all sorts of stories,
yet only five or six of them are checked
out each week.

Leisure reading is at an all-time low
and continues to decline. The culture of
reading for pleasure is under huge
pressures as a result of the growth of
technology, the rise of new addicting

The Spartan Times is produced by
journalism students at Gilbert Classical
Academy. Questions and comments can
be sent to gcaspartanmedia@gmail.com
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Critical Race Theory:
It's not what we think it is and it's not
taught in high school classrooms

Leisure reading on the brink of extinction

"

"

CRT explains how racism is
embedded in institutions. It does
not teach that institutional racism

cannot be overcome.

Our culture is an
imagination desert. Reading

is one antidote.

"
"
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students may lack exposure to
comprehensive and honest discussions.

“Education and critical thinking
represent the very beginning of change at
a fundamental level,” said Bumgarner.
“Understanding this is the key to
improving our lives and the lives of our
peers.”

Not all criticisms of CRT, however,
are based on a flawed interpretation of the
theory. Some historians, like Matthew
Karp of Princeton, argue that while
institutional racism does exist, CRT still
may not be the most effective way to
teach students about such concepts. While
this critique recognizes CRT’s value, it
also explains that an emphasis on CRT
when teaching history might still have
negative consequences. Curriculum
written under the influence of CRT may
fail to provide essential background that
students need in order to understand how
racial progress has been made in U.S.
history and therefore how progress can
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Leisure reading
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race is necessary in our classrooms.
“When discussions about race do

occur, they can be limited by many
teachers' unwillingness to bring up topics
that would offend students' ideas about
race,” says junior Alex Bumgarner, “and
this problem is likely much worse at less
open-minded schools.”

If Arizona’s CRT law were to have
been upheld, discussions about race would
have been limited more than they already
are. The law created the potential for
confusion and fear among teachers, which
could lead to race discussions still being
restricted in classrooms even after the law
was thrown out. As a result, many

stories, lives and loves, new things you
can learn, and perspectives you can see,”
said junior Jana Sinoc, president of the
GCA Book Club. “You have so many
things to absorb in books, it’s infuriating
to see people who don’t know how much
of an escape or beautiful art that is.”

However, no matter how strongly
students want to explore their interests
and open new worlds, they grapple with
finding time.

According to our survey of junior
high and high school students at GCA,
71.2% enjoy reading for fun and 73.9%
want to leisurely read, but 65.2% stated
they do not regularly read for pleasure
with the reason not having enough time
being the most popular answer at 67.8%.

The dilemma of students balancing
rigorous academics, demanding
extracurricular activities, and active
social lives with finding individual and
isolated times for reading is a strong wall
blocking many chances for students to
carry out their interest in reading.

“I think it’s a battle that I don’t think
I’ll ever win. I want reading to be
pleasurable, but I know students have
tough schedules and you are trying to
balance a lot,” said GCA cybrarian
Sheela Bthatia. “But I don’t think it’s
something that should be forced, I want
it to be fun.”

For a majority of GCA students, their
entire lives revolve around school. They
push themselves to meet challenging
goals, pass exams, and perfect projects,
causing students to sacrifice their own

leisure time.
“Schoolwork just burns you out and

reading requires you to use your mind and
imagination so if you’re burnt out from
school just you can’t do it,” says junior
Hayden Nguyen.

As students become overwhelmed with
school work, they lose that chance to
finally escape the fast-moving society and
demanding academy into a world where
they can slow down, feed their
imagination in the way that they want, and
introspectively explore what interests
them.

However, schools always enforce
mandatory reading assignments, classics,
and valued literature for students to enjoy
writing, in hopes that they will widen
lenses, build character, and help to better
improve the understanding of developing
students. Required readings may
sometimes act as a substitute for leisure
reading time that school consumes, but
why does mandatory reading usually fail
to evoke the same engagement and
interest that leisure reading optimizes?

“Whenever a curriculum assigns a
book, whether it is a good book or a bad
book, it doesn’t matter because when you
have to read certain books within a time
frame, it makes it that reading is a chore,
which destroys reading and that same
attitude gets applied to leisure reading,”
said Nguyen.

Even with students prioritizing
academics and schools presenting
esteemed literature for students to engage
in, inevitably, students look to SparkNotes
to complete their assignments, achieve
applied targets, and move on to the next
task.

“We should be concerned about the
fact that school is killing leisure reading
because what is the purpose of school if
we’re just killing interest and passions?”
says junior Amrit Kaur.

However, a frustration most English
teachers have is that they’re not picking
the lists and students don’t understand the
“bureaucratic red tape books have to go
through,” as described by English teacher
Danelle Fron. Students are blind to the
merit, quality, and worth of discussion
from given literature.

“Students are quick to judge or dismiss
texts as bad or uninteresting or even to
stress themselves out just at the thought of
having to complete a long reading,” says
Philosophy teacher Alex Dodt, who
regularly checks out books to students
from his self-created library.

Reading itself is a privilege. Whether

continue to be made.

Beyond the controversies surrounding
CRT, some students, like GCA senior
Leann Patros, believe the American
education system lacks meaningful
teachings about race in general. Patros
and others point out the way lessons and
textbooks that the American education
system provides are hindered by biases
and Eurocentrism.

Eurocentrism is a worldview that
interprets the world and its history in
favor of European and Anglo-American
values and experiences. Teachers like Mr.
Dodt argue that history textbooks have
biases which can result in ill-informed
students if they are not taught more

nuanced and comprehensive ways to
study history.

“The only meaningful racial
discussions I've been a part of occurred in
AP U.S. History,” said Bumgarner. “And
they are always bogged down by not only
the sheer amount of curriculum, but also
the lack of unique racial perspectives
within and outside of the class.”

While this critique of the American
education system has existed for decades,
there has recently been an uprising in not
only awareness regarding the issue, but
also a call for change.

“I have definitely seen an increase
over the years in students’ interest in
discussing race and connecting it with
American history,” said Dodt. “There is a
much greater understanding now of the
relevance of historical events to the
current state of race relations in the U.S.
and I see more students coming into my
class with at least a tacit understanding of
that relevance.”

continued from page 1

it be leisurely or for a grade, many
students blame the school for devouring
their time, but fail to acknowledge the
amount of time that is swallowed by
mindless scrolling on media, back and
forth texting, and automatic click of
videos.

“I watch students absolutely waste time
in academic workshops and what it tells
me is that they have a perception that
they’re busier than they really are,” says
Ms. Hines.

Reading for pleasure is a choice made
by the people holding the collection of
words written arduously on hundreds of
yellowed paper bound by a cover and even
you who chose to read to this point.
“Our culture is an imagination desert,”
explains Mr. Dodt, “Reading is one
antidote.”

"

"

"

"

Some teachers are scared of the
effects of these laws. These laws are
attempted solutions to a problem

that doesn't exist.

CRT may fail to help people
understand how racial progress
has been made and how progress

can continue.



"What would Elizabeth do?":
Mr. King returns to GCA

From the start, not only was there
student and teacher involvement, but there
was a large amount of parent involvement
for Winterfest, when it came to providing
food, organizing games, running an
auction, and more.

Additionally, Winterfest was a perfect
opportunity for the music department to
hold GCA’s biggest fundraising
opportunity. As the years passed though,
we began to see a decrease in student
involvement in the event.

“Those first few years, the event made
$3-4,000. Each legion put together a
basket because every teacher and kid was
involved. As the school grew and we
started to offer other electives, all of a
sudden, we lost student and teacher
involvement,” Joslin adds.

With We the People usually falling on
the same day, more students choosing not
to take music electives after freshman
year, and an overgeneralization of the
event being solely about the music
program, we have also seen a decrease in
its significance.

Mia Drake, who has been in band since
7th grade, highlights these changes.

“The popularity of other electives
rising, such as more languages and art

The COVID-19 pandemic has not been
easy on anyone. We have seen how many
events in the past year have been
postponed or cancelled completely
because of the potential implications they
could bring during these difficult times.
Winterfest has not been an exception to
these changes.

What used to be a fun, family tradition
with games and music ever since its
establishment 15 years ago is in danger of
becoming another overshadowed school
event that students go to only if they’re
required to attend.

In 2007, GCA’s first year, the
incoming class was made up of 7th, 8th
and 9th graders; 200 students total.
Everyone was required to take one fine
arts elective: orchestra, band, or choir. We
spoke to Mrs. Joslin, our orchestra
teacher, about Winterfest’s roots.

“The event was started by our initial
two music teachers. The principal at the
time wanted to hold a non-traditional
concert, and Mr. Delfing, who was our
band teacher at the time, had seen a
similar event when teaching out on the
West side,” she says.

Late in the 2018 school year, seventh
and eighth grade science teacher Michael
King was consistently out of the
classroom. The current class of seniors
and juniors, then middle schoolers, were
left in between the teaching of King and
John Elowson, the class substitute. When
King eventually left in early May,
students were curious as to what
happened, missing for the rest of the year
King’s sympathetic and kind demeanor.
Now that he has returned to a new
generation of middle schoolers, how are
they adjusting to him, and what was the
reason for King’s departure?

Upon sitting down to interview Mr.
King, I noticed several things. One was
that he looked almost the exact same from
when I had him in eighth grade. The other
was that students were constantly entering
the classroom, asking King for help or to
turn in assignments. To each, he greeted
them with a warm, toothy smile that never
left him within the 4 years of his absence.

Initially, King made plans to move out
to Arizona from South Carolina in order

to be with his adult children. 1 daughter
and 2 sons—his pride in them and their
accomplishments are clear, his eyes
containing a sparkle that only a fatherly
pride could depict. He also explains that
the move to be closer was partially due to
his wife Elizabeth’s failing health.

“We wanted to be closer to our adult
kids, to have a support group,” he said.
And although King had an industry job in
South Carolina, the opportunity to teach
caught his eye. With the hopes of
receiving a teaching position in Arizona,
King enrolled in the University of Phoenix
to pursue his Masters of Education.
Coincidentally, King would then find his
connection to GCA through the university.
One of his professors had a granddaughter
at GCA, which was in need of a science
teacher—a perfect match.

“I looked at GCA online, I was very
impressed with the school, and I thought
that if I retired and wanted to teach, these
are the kind of students that I want to
teach: students that want to learn,” King
says.

With their plans in full swing, King
and his wife finally moved to Arizona.

However, the transition was not easy,
throwing multiple challenges at the
couple. Within a year of moving out, Mrs.
King experienced a major medical issue.
“The first year was kind of a challenge
because I was getting my degree, I was
learning a new job, and Mrs. King still
wasn’t doing well,” he says.

His third year would also present itself
as difficult, where King constantly had to
leave to be with Elizabeth in the hospital.
Eventually, he left the school year to be
Elizabeth’s primary caretaker, until she
unfortunately passed away. With the grief
of his wife’s passing, King described
feeling lost and almost confused.

“When Mrs. King sadly passed away
in May, I suddenly had to decide again
what I wanted to be when I grew up,” he
says.

No longer having the teaching
position, King was left with the decision
between going back to an industry job, or
returning to the classroom. Upon the
difficult decision, King credits his wife
for guiding him to his eventual answer.
“I always find myself asking myself,
‘What Would Elizabeth Do?’”

King explains his wife was someone
of striking intelligence, someone who
loved to sit down and ask perceptive
questions—perhaps a direct parallel to the

students King sought to find in GCA.
The choice was made, and King

decided to return to teaching. However,
when reaching out to Mr. Hood about a
position for the 2021-2022 school year,
he was sadly informed that there were no
available jobs. As a matter of fact, before
finally returning to GCA in the late
semester, he had already taken an offer
from another school, Legacy Traditional
School.
“I was about to go to Legacy, and then
Mr. Hood sent me an email and said
‘Well, are you interested in coming back
to GCA?’ And I thought ‘Well of course
I’d rather go to GCA.’”

King explains that he loves GCA
particularly for the progression he sees in
his students.
“It's interesting to see the kids that I
taught in 7th and 8th grade, in fact, one of
the reasons I like teaching is that I was
always looking forward to seeing the kids
I taught graduate,” he says.
King plans on staying for an additional 3-
5 years, incorporating Elizabeth into how
he teaches.
“She challenged me and surprised me
every day,” he says. “I do carry her with
me in everything I do, even teaching.”

By: Chavi Coy
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class, has decreased the amount of people
who attend Winterfest,” she says.

The last Winterfest that was a huge
success was in 2018 and 2019, where the
PTO and music department were able to
clear $12-14,000 not only for the music
department, but also for the clubs that run
booths and games at the event.

In 2020, the pandemic hit though. Mr.
Gibson, our choir and guitar teacher, was
the lead in organizing a virtual event when
having one in person was impossible.

“Like everything last year, most of the
difficulty was in the process of
reimagining and organizing a whole
different event. The performing ensembles
all pre-recorded their performances. I
hosted a Zoom meeting and premiered
each of the performances then played
some live interactive games hosted by
various teachers. There was no silent
auction, however, so we didn't make any
money for the department last year,” he
says.

Additionally, the GCA music program
was down a music teacher since the band
program wasn’t active during that time.
Nevertheless, there is hope that Winterfest
will start back up again like it used to, and
students will be excited to play games
with friends and music for families. It’s
important to keep in mind as well that this
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WinterFest returns in person at last will be the first real Winterfest for 2 years
of students, and having several activities
along with musical performances will be
crucial.

“We’re hoping that having clubs
running and giving them full profit will
encourage more people to participate and
come,” says Joslin enthusiastically.

“Teachers get to see their students in
performing music ensembles and parents
get to see their students interacting with
their friends. GCA is still a relatively new
school in this neighborhood as well, and
Winterfest is one of very few
opportunities for community members to
come onto our campus and see what we
do. I'm always so proud of our Spartan
community and I feel like Winterfest
showcases our students, teachers, and staff
in such a positive way,” adds Gibson.

There will be around 13 clubs running
booths with games and activities for all
ages, and some will be selling beloved
holiday treats. There will also be the
annual Music Booster Baskets being
auctioned off with special themes. And
don’t forget, the GCA bands, orchestras,
guitar ensembles, and choirs will be
performing your favorite holiday tunes!

Bring your whole family to celebrate
and contribute to your GCA community
for the first time in 2 years!



Equity Schmequity:
The Gender Sports Gap

not only academically, but athletically, as
many teams make their way to regionals,
playoffs, and state championships. Coach
Rassas asserts that “our goal this season is
to make the playoffs & beyond. It is going
to be hard with the numbers of players on
the team, but I have full confidence in my
girls’ abilities. GCA girls practice & play
hard, have amazing sportsmanship, and
know how to win.” Carina continues to
mention the difference between soccer
and every other sport at Gilbert Classical,
saying that girls’ soccer is the most
“underrated” GCA sport and the least
recognized for its achievements.

The most recognizable features we can
take from the Gilbert Classical Academy
girls’ soccer team is not only their hard
work and dedication, but also their
interconnectedness with the other team
members. Not only in academics, but in
athletics, GCA students have the ability to
be able to showcase their integrity and
hard work.

great success in reaching soccer records
and awards in the GCA Varsity girls’
soccer program that includes many of the
players making the All state 1st & 2nd
Teams & honorable mention. Last year we
ranked # 14 in our conference & made the
playoffs in the last 3 years.”

Multiple teams have made playoff
appearances the past few years, however,
the girls soccer team has yet to be
mentioned as often as other sports for the
same achievements, like boys’ basketball
for example, due to their win in the 2019
school year.

Vanessa Gonzalez, a senior that has
played since 7th grade, states that they
“have only 15 players on the team. They
all make a super great group of girls,
always ready to play as a team &
represent GCA as always.”

Even with the smaller number,
Vanessa states that her and her team are

Coach Rassas started coaching the
varsity girls’ soccer team at GCA in 2013.
He states that “it has been an amazing
journey since then, coaching these girls
proved to be a great experience and gets
better every year, overseeing their
development in the game and watching
their excitement accomplishing our goals,
while establishing new records.” Rassas,
in his extended time as potentially the
longest employed Gilbert Classical sports
coach, has created and laid a basis for the
new soccer girls each year. His experience
as a coach gives the Girl’s team a coach
that understands the field and game well.

When asked on the progress of the
girls’ soccer program this year, he states
that, “Like any other sports programs, we
faced ups & downs, but for the last 5
years, we came a long way. We have had

“We would have enjoyed the girls
playing with us,” says Sal Subzwari, boys’
varsity basketball player regarding the
annual basketball mixer, Purple and Gold
night. GCA’s community unites around
popular winter season sports, like
basketball and soccer, yet inequities
remain between boys and girls’ sports.

There are still disparities between high
school boys’ and girls’ sports programs,
even though the AIA’s Title IX rule
regarding sports equity across all high
school sports programs legalizes equitable
funding.

Evident disparities of priorities and
privileges of different gendered teams
came to light when Sam Haug recalls the
decision for the boys to play Arete Prep’s
co-ed soccer team.

Haug says, “I didn’t like the fact that
we couldn’t play them or even with the
boys’ team, especially because Arete was
a co-ed team themselves. I thought it was
unfair that the boys got to play with them
and not us.”

Most of the girls on the soccer team
agreed with Haug’s statement. Hopefully,
equal chances for girls’ participation will
arise the next time a situation such as this
comes up.

The boys’ and girls’ soccer teams also
play on the two soccer fields during home
games that are at the same time. Each of
the fields has its own dimensions, so they

are not the same size.
Adam Barakat says, “I think the boys

always got the good field, while the girls
were always on the bad field, especially
when we have home games at the same
time. I think we finally started rotating
fields just this past year.”

The lack of equal playing privileges on
the big field has been noticed by other
members of the boys’ soccer team as
many affirm Barakat’s statement.

As the boys’ soccer team has
undergone recent changes in coaching
staff for the second consecutive year,
changes to promote equity among the two
teams are also being developed slowly,
such as playing time on the bigger versus
smaller field is finally being altered
between the two teams in order to
promote equality. Now, the teams switch
fields each week of practice, even taking
turns playing on the bigger field during
home games.

“Taking care of the fields overall
should be prioritized as the grass is not in
its best shape during our key season in the
winter,” said Haug. “There seem to be
more injuries on the smaller field than the
bigger field.”

Despite the changes in field rotation
and the poor maintenance of both fields,
the smaller field has caused more harm to
the players as there have been more
documented injuries on the smaller soccer
field, pointing towards the lack of equity

for funding the soccer program as a whole
compared to other sports programs.

Given that there have been multiple
attempts to promote the soccer program,
results have proved successful as the
popularity of the high school soccer
program has grown since its beginnings.
Of course, the team whose senior night it
is maintains privileges of playing on the
bigger field as school support is
widespread during those nights. Equity is
still a critical issue when comparing the
support given to each team.

“I definitely notice that there are going
to be more supporters at the guys’ games
than the girls’,” said Barakat. “The boys
watch the girl’s game after their game is
over, but initially there always seems to
be more supporters and attention towards
the boys’ games than the girls.”

The boys’ soccer team appears to
support the girls team in solidarity of
equal support by watching the final
minutes of many of the girls’ games.

The lack of equal support given to

both the girls and boys soccer teams
seems to be a trend among other sports.
From many observations, the greater
amount of support given to the boys’
varsity soccer team parallels the amount
of support given to the boys’ varsity
basketball team. Many claim that
basketball is the most popular winter
sport, especially boys’ basketball.

“When we ride with boys’ teams, we
get a charter bus, but when we ride by
ourselves as girls only, we get a normal
public school bus,” said girls’ basketball
player McKenna Reagan.

Other boys support Reagan’s
statement as non-financial support favors
the boys’ basketball team too.

“There seem to be significantly more
people at the boy’s games than the girl’s
for basketball,” said boys’ basketball
player Connor Johns. “This could be
because it’s either the last game of the
night or because there’s some sort of an
unconscious bias towards the boys’
games.”

By: Carina Kalkman
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still able to make strong connections on
and off the field.

“Since we're also smaller, another
thing that is new for us is that I think it's
easier to actually get to know every single
person individually, which is a good thing
when you have a connection with all your
teammates. That just makes it easier to
play together,” she says.

Carina Kalkman, another senior on the
team, believes that the main difference
between the numbers of players in recent
years is due to the absence of sophomores
quitting or taking COVID-19
precautions.

As part of a GCA sports team since
2016, there has been a dramatic decrease
in sports involvement since the COVID-
19 pandemic. With a decrease of that size,
it magnifies the likelihood of injury from
the over playing of team members and
participants. With a school known for
such an intensive workload, there is
potential to push a team too far.

As in recent years, Gilbert Classical
Academy has been able to make its mark
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Girls' soccer overcomes a small roster
to seek new success



GPS imposes diet changes:
Do they actually help student health?

responsible for 41 percent. In the 2019-
2020 school year, males were responsible
for 64 percent of the total infractions
while females were responsible for the
other 36 percent. So far for what’s been
reported during the 2021-2022 school year
males were responsible for 45 percent of
the total infractions and female students
the other 55 percent. A portion of such
infractions, upon adding the same
regulations to males in the “All Students”
category in fact highlighted that males had
more infractions overall when it came to
the added total amount in the following
categories: outerwear, hair, makeup, and
even jewelry, males in fact had more
infractions.

When asked her opinion about the
creation of a hypothetical universal dress
code, senior Bella Garsha states, “It could
keep anybody from feeling discriminated
against and if people don't agree then it
doesn’t necessarily affect them."

When asked the same question, senior
Bryson Quinn states, “I mean it’s your
body, do what you want to do, I don’t
think the schools should judge you on
what you want to wear in general."

The only question left to ask is—What
does the uniform policy mean to you?

a gender distinction anyways? I mean you
can't exactly justify why a girl should be
allowed to wear a skirt but a guy can’t.”

“I think the purpose needs to be clear,”
said English teacher Phaedra Culley. “Is
the purpose of your dress code to keep
people from distracting each other with
their sexuality? Or is the purpose to keep a
professional environment? And ultimately
that’s what's going to drive how you write
a dress code. I think there’s value in dress
codes when it’s looking at things that look
professional. If you're wanting to have a
professional environment, then you would
have the same requirements for
everybody.”

The current GCA uniform policy, last
edited in 2019 has two distinct columns at
the top outlining the “Male student” and
“Female student” requirements.
Referencing shirts, shorts, and pants when
it pertains to “Male students” and shirts,
shorts, pants, and skirts when it pertains to
“Female students”; while the rest of the
uniform is categorized as “All students”.
The “All student” section includes
outerwear, hair, makeup, and even

Gilbert Classical Academy is well
known for an abundance of things;
whether that be the rigorous academics or
the many awards hanging on the walls.
However almost no one discusses the
uniforms of the school, although many
would argue it is the most visible
distinction between GCA and other
schools.

"Pride in appearance and uniformity;
and the sacrifices these kids have made to
wear this uniform that's pride in
achievement,” said Spanish teacher Bret
Murphy when asked about the purpose of
the GCA uniform.

Uniforms have many purposes
depending on who you ask. Out of the
three teachers, two students, and one
administrator interviewed, not one person
had the same answer as another. However,
each answer had included some sort of
variation regarding unity among the
masses or a way to combat discrimination.

“A rule has to be clearly written for
you to be able to enforce it,” said Latin
teacher Ian Merrill. “Why should there be

With Gilbert Public Schools’ recent
push on attempting to make students’ diets
healthier, opposition from our student
body has increased.

GPS has recently designated a set of
guidelines, referred to as “Smart Foods
Planner '' founded by the American Heart
Association. The organization’s website
has a calculator and guidelines
recommended to use to see what certain
foods are compliant to serve to students.

Even when going to GCA’s spirit store
there is a packet provided with foods that
can be sold from this calculator, limiting
options to predominantly fruits and
vegetables.

“The choices that are allowed aren't
even healthy, like the strawberry and
cream cheese danishes that replaced the
sugary snacks have higher sugar and
calorie counts than a Snickers bar,” says
senior Adina Kolia.

While many of these dietary standards
have been pre-existing, GPS is starting to
reinforce them in cafeterias, vending
machines, and school stores. If schools
don't comply, money will be taken out of
their budgets by December 3.

Changes on GCA’s campus include a

decrease in options in the spirit store and
an increase in carrot bags in lunch options.
Many of the students found this to be
inefficient when helping with healthier
diets, finding district controlling what
students can and can't eat an overuse of
power.

“It's an educational system. They
should be teaching us the harms of
unhealthy eating habits rather than just
completely getting rid of the majority of
food options,” says senior Logan Linehan.

Many students’ worries arise from a
harmful diet culture that may increase
because of reinforcing dietary rules.
Believing these guidelines highlight
physical appearance rather than actual
health and emotional wellbeing, hence
defining diet culture.

Forcing students rather than teaching
the importance of a balanced diet won’t
stop unhealthy eating. Making foods
inaccessible just makes students turn to
other sources to eat unhealthy rather than
having these foods as an option.

These new guidelines don't include any
way of moderation or regulation of diets
besides entirely cutting out any food that
doesn't go by their standards because
they’re deemed as “unhealthy.”

“It teaches students unhealthy food
simply shouldn't be allowed regardless of
amount,” says senior Spohia Buls.
“Creating a stigma around foods such as
sodas and chips, making people feel like
they can never have them, without
teaching regulating portions."

These dietary pushes are all based on
numbers and not individuals. They
comply with unrealistic standards
pertaining primarily to one body type.

Senior, Evan Landis, phrases it as a
“one-size-fits-all method when it comes
to health.”

Many have found a lack of options for
students with dietary needs such as
vegetarians, questioning the district's
intentions about student wellbeing. By
cutting down student diets, whether it’s in
the spirit store or school lunches, many
agree the portion sizes aren’t fulfilling.

Because of the lack of options, many
turned to the spirit store as a
supplementary way to fulfill their hunger.
Finding the lunch options themselves to
be “unhealthy”, as many often eat pizza
or nachos every day, all agreeing the
school lunches don’t fill anyone up.

While the lunches are free, the district
holds all the power when it comes to what
students consume. The problem is that the
foods being given aren't fulfilling.
Imposing “Smart Snack Guidelines'' can
further the idea that students need to eat

very little to fulfill unrealistic beauty
standards and to turn to diet and sugar-
free foods. In actuality, diet foods are
filled with many artificial sugars and
chemicals replacing those foods’ glucose,
making them sound healthier.

“There is a whole industry to label
things healthier when they aren’t,” says
senior Ayla Young. “Think about labels
such as diet, low-fat, low-sugar, low-carb.
Those things aren’t disappearing, they are
being replaced with something else to
make it taste the same.”

These things diminish the freedom
students have. A few people in the district
shouldn’t have the right to choose what
all the students should eat, which is
“promoting kids not having enough food
by basing students' food intake on a
statistic instead of them as real people,”
senior Mia Drake says.

Things such as the spirit store weren’t
only a freedom, but also a supplementary
form of filling students when they aren't
full on the minimal amount of food
provided in school lunches.

While there is nothing wrong with
advocating healthier diets and eating
more fruit and vegetable portions, there
are many ways to go about it. Taking
away options and forcing students to
comply with an unfulfilling diet can
potentially do more harm than good.

By: Leann Patros
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jewelry. Meaning that on the entire
uniform policy the only bullet point
distinction when comparing the two top
columns is the allowance of skirts.

When asked about the uniform policy
set up, Principal Dan Hood states, “Well I
think the way it’s set up is just what we
have specific to males and females and
then the things we try to do as all students
I think we just put that one there, there
was nothing real specific or strategic
about it, because there are just things that
the girls have that the boys don’t wear.”

Mrs. Culley when asked the same
question states, “The culture is moving
away from just binary male/female things,
guys are starting to wear nail polish and I
think that when you have a clear, just
binary that makes no room for anybody
who doesn’t fit into one box or the other.”
Since adding the “All Students” category
to the uniform code, slowly beginning to
better level out the discrepancies between
the male and female regulations, uniform
student infractions between males and
females have never been closer.

According to the data provided by
GCA administration, in the school year
2018-2019 male students were responsible
for 59 percent of the total reported
infractions while the females were
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Analysis of uniform code violations
reveals some surprises


